
Year 8 Topic Overview – Table Tennis 

Know it! 

 Knowledge  Date 

 
I know how to grip the paddle for backhand and forehand shots.   

 
I can demonstrate the ready position in preparation to return the ball.   

 
I can play forehand and backhand shots with a partner.  

 
I can demonstrate how to serve the ball over the net  

 
I can demonstrate a short rally with a partner, moving them out of position.   

 
I can play a 1v1 with a partner and try and improve my CL position.   

 
I enjoy playing a game with my partner and challenging different opponents.  

 
I can demonstrate how to play a 1v1 game and understand the table markings.   

 
I am able to vary the length/speed of my shots to move my opponent out of 
position. 

 

 
I understand how to play a doubles game of table tennis.   

 
I know and can implement table tennis rules, identifying when rules are broken.  

 

Prove it! 

Head  

Rules 

I can apply my knowledge of rules and tactics in a game of Table 

Tennis. 

 

Heart   

Leadership 

I can confidently lead a group of people applying a variety of roles: 

official, coach, teacher and captain.   

 

Hands  

Physical Ability 

I can demonstrate with consistent physical ability the techniques and 
tactics in competitive activities. 

 

 

Link it! 

I can transfer skills and understanding from Table Tennis to other net/wall activities. 

I can transfer aspects of Feedback, Resilience and Tactical development from one activity to 
another. 

Resilience is a Pilton School Value. 

I am aware of further opportunities to be physically involved in Table Tennis outside of lessons. 

 

Say it! 

Vocabulary 

Grip It is important that I grip my paddle correctly. 

Legal A legal serve means your opponent needs to always see the ball. 

Forehand I play forehand shots on the side I hold my paddle.  

Backhand I play a backhand shot when the back of my hand is facing my opponent. 

Spin I use spin on the ball to confuse my opponent.  

Let A let is a service ball hitting the net. 

Smash I smash the ball with so much speed, my opponent can’t return it.  

Rally My partner and I can rally to 20. 

Serve I start a game using a serve. 

Rules I can apply my knowledge of rules and tactics in a game of Table Tennis. 

Leadership I can confidently lead a group of people applying a variety of roles. 

Physical ability I can demonstrate with consistent physical ability the techniques required.  
 


